Quality assurance control in the EORTC cooperative group of radiotherapy. 2. Dosimetric intercomparison.
The European Organization for Research on Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) has performed site reviews at 17 institutions participating in clinical trials organized by the Cooperative Group of Radiotherapy. In this paper the dosimetric part of the quality assurance control programme is presented. In a previous paper (part 1) the medical profile of the participating centres was presented. In part 3 an integrated clinical and dosimetric investigation in an anatomical phantom will be presented. The deviations between the absorbed dose values, for specific points along the beam axis in a water phantom, determined by us and reported by the hospitals were within an acceptable level of variation (about +/- 3%) for 85, 70 and 71% of the 60Co gamma, X-ray and electron beams, respectively. In some scanning electron beams, too large deviations were found. The flatness and symmetry of the beams were measured. 73% of the X-ray and 60% of the electron beams were within the acceptable levels of variations. Dosimetric recommendations for institutions participating in EORTC clinical trials are presented.